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Abstract The article discusses key physical processes within the active area of an optoacoustic detector. Said area is a xenon-filled chamber subdivided into two cavities connected
by a narrow channel. Original mathematical model of such area is proposed on the basis of
thermodynamic processes that occur within. A method has been developed to measure a
shape of a periodic pulse exceeding 0.5 ms duration at repetition rates ranging from zero to
several hundred Hz. The measurement requires knowledge of a set of parameters describing
a specific instrument. Principal points of detector calibration are discussed in brief.
Keywords Golay cell . Pulse shape measurement

1 Introduction
Photo-acoustic spectroscopy of gases and solid phases, possibility of that was discovered by
Bell, was developed by Rosencwaig and others in 1980-th [1–6]. Also photo-acoustic
imaging was developed [7]. Very good review of photo-acoustic devices in appliance to
spectroscopy one may find in PhD thesis of Kavaya [8]. Some works (for example, [4, 8–
10]) were devoted to mathematical model of photo-acoustic detector development. Nevertheless, nobody has applied any such method to Golay cell. The constructions of photoacoustic detectors (OADs) used in spectroscopy imply relatively large (in compare to Golay
cell) gas chamber where pressure (i.e. acoustic) waves propagate and resonant properties of
the gas are important because of spectroscopic application for example, [11] in contrast to
Golay cell. Model of Rosengren implies pressure front calculation from close to rectangular
input pulse series, in approach of constant gas concentration, and taking into account
resonant properties of the pressure wave. The problem of calculation of input wave from
known pressure change was not solved. Also variations of gas density (that is critical for
Golay cell behavior description) were not implied.
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Apart of gas-based opto-acoustic detectors there are other types of OADs. For example,
high power THz and RF opto-acoustic detector based on liquid state [12] was developed in
last years. Nevertheless, in all cases opto- (or photo-) acoustic method of measurement is
based on the same principle: transformation of optical wave into acoustic one and detection
of the last.
Golay cell is based on a design first introduced by M. J. E. Golay in 1947 [13, 14]. Key
features that enable efficient usage of the detector in various applications include its small
size, operability at room temperature, high sensitivity, high efficiency and wide operating
wavelength range. The device is a non-selective uncooled detector (see Fig. 1). Most
prominent fields of application of the detector include characterization of IR sources and
receivers [15], monitoring of IR radiation fields [16], measurement of weak IR fluxes for
spectrometry and low-temperature pyrometry applications [17], metrology [15, 18], and
various scientific applications that require detection of low-level signals (up to 10-5 J) in the
wavelength range from 15 μm to 6–8 mm [17].
Principle of operation of the detector is as follows. Incident radiation falls on elastic
absorbing film. Due to heat transfer, xenon in the cavity between the entrance window and
the reflecting film is heated. Temperature in the cavity increases leading to change of
pressure and bowing of the reflecting film. Position of a signal reflected by the film, i.e.
its magnitude change after passing through the raster, is measured by a photodiode. Signal
measured by the photodiode is transmitted to a recorder (such as oscilloscope). Volume of
the cavity (V) described above is just a small part of total volume of the xenon-filled
chamber. Small cavity is connected to larger volume by a narrow channel allowing to
equalize xenon density and pressure.
This detector has been conventionally used to measure power of continuous signals. It
requires interruption of the measured flux by an optical modulator. In this article, we for the
first time present the possibility to use optoacoustic detector (OAD) for measurement of
periodic signals of arbitrary shape, and single pulses. This allows one to measure not just
pulse magnitude, but also its shape, i.e. power as a function of time, p(t). Thus, optoacoustic
detector’s area of application can be substantially extended. Such type of measurement is

Fig. 1 Golay cell schematics. 1 – cone, 2 – window, 3 – absorbing film, 4 – channel, 5 – membrane, 6 –
condenser, 7 – raster, 8 – objective lens, 9 – LED, 10 – mirror, 11 – diaphragm, 12 – photodiode.
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made possible by application of the mathematical model of the OAD presented in this
article. Any signal amplitudes that may be detected by the OAD can be used for calculations.
Pulse recurrence rate can range from zero to several hundred Hz. Single pulse duration
should be at least 0.5 ms (possible cause of this limitation is discussed later). Pulses must be
separated by intervals of constant incident power (zero for example). There are no limitations on duration of those intervals. Moreover, the energy per pulse for ultra-short impulses
(with duration about nano-, picoseconds etc) may be calculated. The technique was tested
and approved in Tydex J. S. Co.
The common opinion is that Golay cell may be applied strongly to continuous modulated
signals. We suggest in our paper to broaden the range of Golay cell applications to some that
previously were considered not applicable to this device. For example, Golay cell may be
applicable for power and pulse shape calibration of pulsed (including ultra-short) IR lasers
with pulse repetition rate about 1 kHz and less. Also, the measurements of pulse characteristics of Cs-based gas-discharge lamps [19] are actual to date. Apart, we may speak about
general scientific task of single IR pulse analysis. Even if the pulse duration is shorter than
0.5 ms, with use of Golay detector we may calculate the power per pulse, without pulse
shape measurement. All these applications drastically increase the possibilities of Golay cell
use. Furthermore, even in “usual” cases of continuous modulated signal, if the aperture of
the source (i.e. black body) is comparable to the area of optic knife, calculations that occur
without corrections related to considered mathematical model, may contain the mistakes till
10-20%.

2 Mathematical model description
The presented mathematical model is based on thermodynamic representation of active area
of the instrument. According to this model, the device can be described using a standard set
of thermodynamic parameters (see Fig. 2). Here, P and P0 are xenon pressure within the
cavity volume V constrained by absorbing and reflecting films, and within the bigger
chamber, respectively. T and T0 are the respective xenon temperatures within the aforementioned volumes, whereas n is the xenon density in volume V.
The cavity V is not completely pressurized. Instead, it’s connected to larger chamber
volume with a narrow channel. Absorbing film is heated by incident energy flux p(t), which
we need to reconstruct. Detector outputs time-dependent response signal U(t) which is
recorded, e. g. using an oscilloscope.
It is shown that in fact two different mathematical models are better suited for the
repetition rates of the measured signal above and below 6 Hz, respectively. Let us discuss
both of these cases.
Fig. 2 Simple model of active
area of OAD.
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2.1 Repetition rates of 6 Hz and above
The active area (cavity) of the OAD can be described with the following equation:
3knV dT
3
T  T0
:
¼ pðtÞ  knV
tT
2 dt
2

ð1Þ

Here, CT is a cavity parameter with a meaning of “instrument response” that describes
cooling of the volume V. All other parameters are as described above. This equation
describes heat balance in active cavity volume. Left part of the equation is the change of
energy of the active volume, whereas right part is the difference between heat inflow from
external source (1st term in r.h.s.) and heat outflow due to cooling (2nd term in r.h.s.). At
repetition rates above 6 Hz, variation of xenon density within the active volume is negligible, i. e. n(t)≈const.
The Eq. (1) implies that


dT ðtÞ T ðtÞ
þ
pðtÞ ¼ ck
dt
tT


þ base;

but more precise approximation of the desired signal may be achieved by introducing
second-order correction:
 2

md U ðtÞ dU ðtÞ U ðtÞ
pðtÞ ¼ c
þ
þ
þ base;
ð2Þ
dt2
dt
tT
where constant m describes corrections due to resonance characteristics of the system, and c
in (2) describes the magnitude of the incident signal. Equation (2) is based on assertion
U ðtÞ  PðtÞ  T ðtÞ. The constant value base is necessary to normalize the Eq. (2) to
constant (background) incident power (zero for example). Hence, the parameters t T, m and
c are instrument-specific and may be determined by calibrating the OAD. Sign of the
constant c is also dependent on specific OAD.
Let’s describe the procedure of determining the aforementioned parameters. To determine
the constant tT, one needs a pulse source with constant incident power intervals. Precise
amplitude of the pulses may be unknown. The simplest case is a meander signal, i. e. a
sequence of rectangular pulses. One of the possible ways to generate such a signal is a pulsed
mode LED. Continuous mode LED with optical modulator yields even better results.
Experimental geometry must provide lowest possible time of partial aperture closure with
a shutter. The better this condition is satisfied, the closer to meander is the pulse shape. Pulse
generator may be used instead. Figure 3 depicts generic response of OAD to such signal as a
function of time.
Response period is equal to incident signal period; ascending regions correspond to
heating of the active area, whereas descending regions correspond to cooling (i. e.
constant or zero incident power). tT may be estimated from expð U ðtÞþB
t T Þ  D by
fitting the parameters of this exponent to the calibration curve describing the chamber
cooling.
To evaluate the parameters m and c, voltage-power characteristic of the OAD may be
used. This characteristic describes dependence of optical sensitivity of the detector (i. e. ratio
of the output voltage of the detector to the incident signal power) on the signal repetition
rate. To obtain this characteristic, modulated continuous source of known power output
(such as black body) is used.
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Fig. 3 OAD response to a sequence of rectangular pulses (calibration curve). Exponential extrapolation of the
region corresponding to constant incident power.

To evaluate the parameters, one may assume that in the case of aperture area comparable
to shutter area, modulated black body signal can be closely approximated with sine wave. In
the case of sine-wave U(t), the Eq. (2) has the following exact solution:
U max
¼
pBB

1
rﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ

ﬃ;
C

2

ð2pFÞ þ

1
t

2

 m  ð2pFÞ

2

ð3Þ

where F is the black body modulation frequency in the range of several Hz to several tens of
Hz. Unknown parameters are determined by fitting the right part of Eq. (3) to the measured
voltage-power characteristic of a specific OAD, see Fig. 4.
After that, these three parameters may be refined. Refinement is achieved using the
responses to calibration signals. To adjust tT and m values, one may use the same
rectangular pulse sequence with known duration and period that was used above to
determine t T. The Eq. (2) is used to calculate power versus time p(t) for the pulse
sequence; the parameters are varied to achieve best fit of the dependence. To adjust c
value, reference black body signal of known power is used in similar way with
modulation frequency 15–25 Hz.
Thus, after determining the set of parameters, we may obtain time dependence of power
of the incident signal p(t).
It should be noted that proper calculation of the time curve may require averaging
measured response U(t) over several periods, as well as smoothing. These procedures
are necessitated by significant noise in the reconstructed curve due to derivation of
the response curve affected by random fluctuations. It should be also noted that the
set of parameters must be determined at temperatures close to normal operating
temperatures of the detector.
Figure 5 shows some samples of the signals calculated using the above method.
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Fig. 4 Optical sensitivity vs signal repetition rate curve (dot) and its approximation (solid).

2.2 Repetition rates below 6 Hz and isolated pulse
In this case, greater characteristic times of the signals make slow processes significant. Therefore, time variations of xenon density in the active volume V due to
particle exchange with larger chamber through connecting channel must be taken into
account.
To describe this system, we must introduce another time parameter tP corresponding to
the time of pressure equalization between sub-volumes of the chamber. Note that t P >>t T.
Thus, besides Eq. (1), the active area of the OAD is described by the equation
V

dn
V P  P0
;
¼
dt
kT 0 t P

ð4Þ

which is the equation of gas particle balance in the volume V. If we average this equation by
time,Dand assume
that time dependence of incident power p(t) is periodic, we may conclude
E
that

dnðtÞ
dt

¼ 0, then <P>0P0, and, therefore, time dependence of pressure in the cavity

between the entrance window and the reflecting film is given by
C
PðtÞ ¼ C ðU ðtÞ  hU ðtÞiÞ þ P0 ¼ CU ðtÞ 
tU

ZtU
U ðtÞdt þ P0 ;

ð5Þ

0

where tU is a multiple of the period of incident signal. Therefore,
Zt
nðtÞ ¼ n0 
0

PðtÞ  P0 0
dt ;
kT 0 t P

ð6Þ
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Fig. 5 OAD response vs time
(dash) and corresponding calculated incident signal (solid). (a) –
modulated black body signal with
modulation frequency of 20 Hz;
(b) – (50+50 ms) meander; (c) –
sequence of asymmetric (“sawtooth”) pulses with frequency
20 Hz.
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with n0 dependent on choice of zero time. Assuming that pressure variation in the
active volume is small compared to initial pressure, i. e. P(t)-P0<<P0, we may
conclude that n0 is close to average xenon density in the active volume, so that
0
n0 ¼ aP
kT 0 , where a<1, 1−a<<1.
To summarize the aforesaid, reconstruction of time dependence of incident power p(t)
requires knowledge of four parameters: t T , t P , C and a. Note that the parameter C has
somewhat different meaning than in the case of repetition rates above 6 Hz. This parameter
describes dependency between P(t) and U(t) and is calculated in a different way. Fitting
parameter α describes xenon density drop in the active volume V as compared to main
chamber. Rather than being a device-specific constant, it is calculated individually for
each p(t) curve.
From Eqs. (1), (4) and from the equation PðtÞ ¼ nkT ðtÞ one may conclude that


3
dPðtÞ PðtÞ PðtÞ  P0 PðtÞ  nðtÞkT 0
þ
þ
:
ð7Þ
pðtÞ ¼ V
tP
tT
2
dt
nkT 0
Together with condition (6), this equation allows us to calculate incident power as a
function of time. As in the previous case, the parameters tT , t P and C are determined by
calibration of a specific instrument. Evaluation of the parameter t T is fully equivalent to the
previous case. Evaluation of t P also requires a pulse source with regions of constant (or zero)
incident power. However, pulse rate must be lower, namely about 1 Hz. The intent is to
achieve the dependence U(t) that includes the regions corresponding to equalization of
xenon pressure between sub-volumes (see Fig. 6).

Fig. 6 OAD response to a sequence of rectangular pulses with a rate of 1 Hz. Sharp rises of the curve
correspond to heating, gradual declines - to pressure equalization, sharp drops - to cooling, and gradual rises
also - to pressure equalization (exponential extrapolation also shown).
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Evaluation of the factor C in the pressure equation PðtÞ ¼ CU ðtÞ is made in approximation C≠f(U). Let us take into account that at high repetition rates, i. e. F1 < < t P , xenon
density in the cavity cannot change significantly. Besides, if the repetition rate of the signal
is greater than characteristic inverse time of temperature equalization, F1 < < t T , then the
temperature variation δT<< <T>−T0, assuming T ðtÞ ¼< T > þdT . That leads us to
pðtÞ
hT iT 0
dP
¼ pðtÞ3 hpðtÞi . In the case when <p(t)>00.5p max , we get
nk dT
dt  dt  3V  nk t T
2
2V

pmax
dP
¼
.
It
corresponds
to
the
case of black body calibration, when shutter area is
3V
dt max
equal to half of the total modulator
area. Here, pmax is the black body radiative power at fully

pmax

¼
open aperture. Then, CdU
3V , and
dt max
C¼

pmax
 :

3V dU
dt max

ð8Þ

The voltage-power characteristic of the OAD, i. e. its optical sensitivity R, is
known from measurement with reference black body, and the response for the
described calibration conditions may be approximated
with sine wave U(t)0A·sin(wt)


¼
Aw
¼ 2pAF ¼ Rpmax pF. Taking
(where w02pF, R ¼ p2A ). That leads us to dU
dt max
max
into account (8), we get
C¼

1
;
3pVRF

ð9Þ

where F and its corresponding R values are obtained from voltage-power characteristic, so that F>>t T-1.
After initial estimation of the parameter set, the parameters are refined using
reference calibration curves. However, the refining procedure should be somewhat
different from the previous case. It’s advisable to reconstruct several signal shapes at
various frequencies, e. g. 1, 2 and 5 Hz. Time parameters, especially C P , are refined
to achieve best fit for all three signals. Adequate accuracy may be obtained by using
arithmetic mean t P for the three signals. Refinement of the parameter C is similar to
the previous case, but with at least two reference black body signals (in the frequency
range 15–25 Hz) instead of one, averaging the value. All responses U(t) should be
also averaged and smoothed.
When all calibration procedures are complete, arbitrary pulse shape p(t) may be calculated using Eq. (7) with known parameters. Some examples of the reconstructed signal
shapes are presented in Fig. 7.
Take a notice of the Fig. 7(c) showing a black body signal modulated by a pair of bandpass filters, which let through unequal bands of the black body spectrum. Calculated incident
signal is a periodic sequence of a pair of bell-shaped pulses, completely consistent with
expectations.
Measuring a shape of a single pulse is a particular sub-case of the case discussed in this
section, assuming infinite repetition period and finite pulse length. Thus the Eqs. (6) and (7)
can be modified, assuming a01 (since xenon density in the chamber sub-volumes will
completely equalize after an isolated pulse), and PðtÞ ¼ CU ðtÞ þ P0 , since oscilloscope
signal before and after the pulse is strictly zero. Examples of reconstructed single-pulse
shapes are presented in Fig. 8.
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Fig. 7 OAD response vs time
(dash) and corresponding calculated incident signal (solid). (a) –
modulated black body signal,
modulation frequency 5 Hz, (b) –
meander 500+500 ms. (c) – black
body signal modulated by a pair
of rotating band-pass filters.
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Fig. 8 (a) – 200 ms bell-shaped pulse. (b) – 100 ms rectangular pulse.

Characteristic instrument response curve U(t) is depicted in Fig. 9. Sharp rising and
dropping regions correspond to heating and cooling with a change of density (P>P0),
whereas gradual increase region corresponds to density equalization (P<P0). It should be
noted that any damped pulse train is a special case of a single pulse and may be reconstructed the same way.
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Fig. 9 Characteristic OAD response to the single pulse.

For calculation of energy W per ultra-short impulse (with duration about nano-, picoseconds etc) we may use Eq. (7) with 2nd and 3rd terms being neglected in right part, because
t P, t t>>tpulse, where tpulse is impulse duration. Therefore
after
Z pulse

W ¼

pðtÞdt ¼

3
3
pulse
V PðtÞjafter
before pulse ¼ VCΔU
2
2

ð10Þ

before pulse

where ΔU is the amplitude of signal related to pulse duration.
Finally, let us discuss lower limit of pulse duration of 0.5 ms. Left part of Fig. 10 shows
that right tail of the reconstructed single pulse contains a train of periodic oscillations with a
period of 0.5 ms. Right part of Fig. 10 shows the corresponding part of the responce in more
detail (with inverted pulse).
Most probable cause of such oscillations is either elastic vibrations of the films, or voltage
oscillations in the electronic circuits of the instrument. These oscillations are steadily
reproduced. It is clear that any pulse shorter than the period of these oscillations will not

Pulse

System oscillations

Fig. 10 Calculated signal shape and instrument response.
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be seen against such a background. Therefore, one of the ways of further improvement of the
OAD performance would be elimination of these oscillations.

3 Conclusions
In this paper the key physical processes within the active area of an optoacoustic detector are
discussed. Pioneering mathematical model of an OAD is presented. This model is based on
characterization of thermodynamic processes within the active area of the instrument. On the
basis of the proposed model, the method has been developed to measure a shape of a
periodic IR/THz/RF pulse exceeding 0.5 ms duration at repetition rate ranging from zero to
several hundred Hz. High rate limit is dependent on signal/noise ratio of the external signal
rather than OAD characteristics.
To measure the time dependence of incident power p(t), a set of instrument-specific
parameters must be evaluated using developed calibration procedure. Calibration procedure
requires a source of a periodic signal with known power, as well as a source of a periodic
signal with constant power regions (zero for example).
Broadening of the model to other types of gas-based opto- or photo-acoustic detectors
after some adaptation (for example, account of resonant properties of the device) is possible,
but there is the subject of special work that should also include experiments with other
detector types.
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